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Abstract:
Art of writing and compilation
(In Pre-Islamic and Islamic period)
Follwing Article is about the berief history of Art of writting and compilation in
Arabic language. It covers the two important time periods of Arabic history.
1. Jaheliya or pre-Islamic Era.
2. Islamic period, short after the revelation of Islam.
Arabic is one of the semitic languages and we mar arrange those semitic languages in
the cholrological order of the extent literature as follows:
1.       Assyrian. (From 3000 to 5000 B.C)
2.       Ilebrew. (from 1500 B.C)
3. South Arabic (Inscriptions from 800 B.C.)
4. Phoenician (Inscriptions from 700 B.C.)
5. Ethiopic   (Inscriptions from 350 A.D.)
6. Arabic (From 500 A.D.)
Although Arabic language in respect of extent literature is youngest ofsemetic
languages. yet ithasvery strong foundations. Most of the arabs,before the advent of
Islam had no knowledge of reading and writting. Very few people couldread
orwriteand they were those who owed their skills to Jewish and christian teachers,or to
the influance of foreign culture radiating from Hira and Ghassan. Yet some scripts
hadbeen found which show that acertain number of jahili Arabs had the skill of
writting and compilation. The foundations ofearly alphabetic in Arabic language were
laid by a group of people belonging to a famous tribe named"Al-Anbar". There are
many words that have been found in the calssic Arabic literature, suchas
"book"(written thing), Lo'ah, Sahifa. Hibr,Qalam,Medad that inform us about their
skill of writtingand compilation.They also used Al-Julood (Animal's skin)for the
purpose ofwritting. The Animal's skin were the cheapest source of writting. Many
ofthe Ahadith of Holy Prophet and the verses ofthe Holy Quran after revelation were
written and preserved in this way. We also found a large number of their letters which
they sent to other countries and a certain number of their pacts have also been traced as
well, Which theydid with neighboring nations.
This topic requires separate and morw detail, soI will discuss it in the next
articlewhich will be about collection andcompletion of Arabic language in Ummayed
and Abbasides reigns. Inshallah. 
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